This research brief outlines six major studies of magnet school student outcomes. Magnet schools are programs with special themes or emphases designed to attract families from a variety of different backgrounds. They were originally established to promote voluntary racial integration in urban districts.

The following studies are located within a much broader body of research that documents the benefits of attending racially and socioeconomically diverse schools. Some of what we know from the literature on the benefits of racial diversity indicates that students of all races who attend diverse schools have higher levels of critical thinking, an ability to adopt multiple perspectives; diminished likelihood for acceptance of stereotypes, higher academic achievement, more cross-racial friendships, willingness to attend diverse colleges and live in diverse neighborhoods, access to more privileged social networks, higher feelings of civic and communal responsibility, higher college-going rates, more prestigious jobs.¹

The research discussed here is relatively recent, but older studies suggest that magnet schools are associated with increased student achievement, higher levels of student motivation and satisfaction with school, higher levels of teacher motivation and morale, and higher levels of parent satisfaction with the school.²

A note about magnet school enrollment and segregation trends

Before delving into the research, however, we quickly review the current demographic breakdown of magnet schools. Enrollment data collected by the National Center for Education Statistics, a reliable and wide-ranging federal dataset, show that, in 2008-09, more than 2.5 million students enrolled in magnet schools across the nation, up from just over two million students five years earlier. Magnet programs enrolled more than twice the number of students served by charter schools, making magnets the largest sector of choice schools.

Compared to regular public schools, both charter and magnet programs enrolled a larger share of black and Latino students (mainly due to the concentration of magnet and charter schools in more urban locales). Magnet students were slightly less likely than charter school students to attend intensely segregated minority schools, where 90-100% of students were nonwhite, and also slightly less likely to enroll in intensely segregated white schools (0-10% nonwhite students). Beyond these two extreme ends of the spectrum of white student enrollment, large differences emerged in the shares of magnet and charter students attending majority nonwhite (more racially diverse) and majority white (less diverse) schools. Forty percent of magnet students attend majority nonwhite school settings, compared to just 23 percent of charter students. Conversely, almost 35 percent of charter students attended majority white settings, compared to 20 percent of magnet students. In terms of school
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poverty composition, white students experience markedly lower levels of exposure to low income students in the charter sector compared to the magnet and regular public sector, suggesting that some charters may be serving as places of white flight from poverty in other public schools. Of course, a wide diversity of school environments exists within these broad patterns for the magnet and charter sectors.

A brief comparison of the two largest choice sectors reveals that, in general, magnet school students are more likely to enroll in racially and socioeconomically diverse environments than charter school students. Further, in contradiction to concerns related to whether magnet schools “cream” more affluent students, white students attending magnet schools are more exposed to low-income students than are white students in charter schools. These trends matter because, as noted above, research continues to indicate that enrollment in high minority segregated school environments is linked to harmful educational outcomes, while enrollment in racially integrated schools is associated with myriad educational benefits. The following research synopsis discusses recent studies dealing specifically with the benefits associated with magnet schools.

**Connecticut’s inter-district regional magnet schools: Higher levels of racial diversity, better academic and social/emotional outcomes compared to non-magnet schools**

In a 1996 ruling, the Connecticut Supreme Court held that as a result of racial and economic isolation in Hartford and racial segregation in the 22-district region, Hartford public school students had been denied equal educational opportunity under the state constitution. The remedy called for a system of magnet schools to help bridge district boundary lines, a vital policy development since most school segregation today exists between different school districts, not within the same district. Today, the state has a system of more than 60 interdistrict, regional magnet schools to help comply with *Sheff v. O’Neill*. A pair of peer-reviewed 2009 studies from Connecticut sought to examine the effectiveness of these educational settings, asking two questions: 1. Do regional magnets integrate students, and 2. what is the impact of magnet schools on student achievement?

These studies addressed the critical issue of selection bias, or the idea that students and families who choose magnet schools (or any other schools of choice) are fundamentally different from students and families who don’t choose their educational setting, with two different sophisticated statistical methods. The research team examined magnet school lottery winners and losers, in addition to carefully controlling for pre-magnet school experiences in order to determine the exact impact of magnet schools on achievement. Importantly, the two different methods each produced similar results, which suggested that the findings were reliable and valid.

The first article published from this research found that attendance at a regional magnet high school had positive math and reading effects for central city students, and that attendance at inter-district middle schools had positive effects on reading achievement.

The second study by the same authors found that magnet school students generally reported more positive academic attitudes and behaviors than students in non-magnet schools. These academic and social benefits of magnets included the following:

- Peer support for academic achievement was stronger in magnets than in non-magnet city schools;
- Twelfth-grade magnet city students perceived more encouragement and support for college
attainment than 12th grade city students in non-magnets;
- Magnet students were less likely to be absent or skip classes than non-magnet city students
- Minority students in magnet city schools reported feeling significantly closer to whites and were more likely to have multiple white friends than minorities in non-magnet city schools;
- White magnet students felt more connected to minority students and were more likely to report multiple minority friends than white students from the non-magnet suburban school; and
- Magnet school students expressed stronger future multicultural interests and were significantly more likely than students in the suburban non-magnet schools to report that their school experience helped them understand people from other groups.⁵

Together, this pair of recent studies from an innovative, inter-district magnet arrangement in Connecticut indicates improved academic and social indicators for magnet school students.

**Studies from large, urban districts in California find higher levels of racial diversity, math achievement and graduation rates in magnet schools**

A 2007 study out of San Diego Unified, the nation’s 8th largest school system, examined the district’s four systems of choice—magnets, Voluntary Enrollment Exchange Program (dating back to voluntary desegregation plan), open enrollment and charter schools.⁹ Both VEEP and the magnet programs contain civil rights considerations, including transportation and outreach; and the study found that they produced more racial integration than the other two systems of choice. Beyond magnet schools’ ability to foster diverse learning environments, the authors found that winning the magnet lottery at the high school level increased math achievement two and three years after entering the program, which the authors suggest is likely a causal relationship (in other words, magnet schools caused math achievement effects).
Another California study looked at magnet programs in Los Angeles Unified, the second largest district in the nation.\textsuperscript{10} As early as 1982, school desegregation in Los Angeles was limited almost entirely to a system of magnet schools. Nearly three decades later, in 2008, UCLA researchers tracked the individual data records of 48,561 students through their high school experience. After controlling for a variety of student-level factors (like race, gender and absenteeism) and school-related factors (magnet or non-magnet, poverty and racial concentrations, teacher quality), the research team found that students enrolled in LAUSD’s magnet programs graduated at much higher rates than non-magnet students. Specifically, 73\% of students attending a magnet high school in the district graduated, compared to 43\% of non-magnet students. Stated differently, attending a magnet more than doubled the probability of a student earning a high school diploma.

A study released this month shows that magnet schools effectively create racially diverse student bodies and are linked to beneficial academic outcomes

Finally, a new study using an econometric analysis of long-term outcomes for magnet schools in a mid-sized urban school district led researchers to conclude that “magnet programs are effective tools for attracting and retaining households and students.”\textsuperscript{11} By carefully analyzing the impact of winning or losing the magnet school lottery, as well as decisions to stay or leave the school district, the team of researchers found that magnet schools were able to retain significant groups of white students from higher income and more highly educated communities. The data also indicated that students in the district’s high school magnet programs had better attendance records than non-magnet school students.\textsuperscript{12} The first finding is extremely significant, since it suggests that magnet schools are continuing to carry out their original mission.

Across multiple dimensions then—achievement, of course, but also social/emotional indicators and graduation rates—we see that magnet schools are linked to very desirable outcomes for students.

An important note about teachers: Magnet school faculties are more racially diverse and more stable than regular public school faculties

Teaching is strongly related to student outcomes—indeed, teachers are the most predictive school factor related to student performance.\textsuperscript{13} We also know that stability and experience of teaching faculties is critical. Importantly, a Civil Rights Project study found that magnet school faculties are more stable than non-magnet school faculties, in addition to being more racially diverse.\textsuperscript{14} Further, another Civil Rights Project study on the Clark County/Las Vegas school district found that magnet schools were more successful in retaining experienced teachers than non-magnet programs in the district.\textsuperscript{15} Again, these findings are situated in a larger body of work documenting the exit of experienced and highly qualified teachers from schools that are resegregating by race and socioeconomic status.\textsuperscript{16}
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